The Schedule for 2nd round of Online Counseling for admission to
MBBS/BDS Course, session 2021
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Display of Vacancy Position of seats for Round-II Counseling of NEET UG-2021

15.02.2022

Date of resignation/surrendering of allotted seat during Round-I with free exit.
Thereafter no application for resignation/surrendering of allotted seat will be accepted
28.02.2022
and the seat allotted during Round-I will be considered as joined even if not upgraded upto 03:00 PM
during Round-II counseling
Date of submission of willingness to participate in Round-II Counseling for admission in
16.02.2022 to
Govt./Pvt. Medical/Dental Colleges
27.02.2022
Display of Provisional Merit list of candidates who will submit willingness to participate in
02.03.2022
Round-II counseling
Date of filling choices/preferences through online portal for Round-II counseling for 03.03.2022 to
admission to MBBS/BDS Courses, session 2021
06.03.2022
Upto
Processing of seat allotment
09.03.2022
Upto
Display of Provisional Result
11.03.2022
Upto
Date of reporting/joining in the provisionally allotted college
14.03.2022
Note:
1 Ques: Who is eligible to participate in 2nd round of online counseling?
1 Ans: The following candidates will be eligible to participate in 2nd round of online counseling:
1. The candidates who have already been registered and paid the registration fee.
2. The candidates who have been allotted/not allotted seat during Round-I.
3. The candidates who have joined/not joined the allotted seat during Round-I.
4. The candidates who will resign/surrender the joined seat of Round-I till 28.02.2022 (upto
03:00 PM).
5. The candidate who is holding the seat of Round-I and interested to upgrade his seat.

2 Ques: How does NEET UG-21 aspirant can participate in the 2nd round of online counseling?
2 Ans: The candidates who are interested to participate in the 2nd round of online counseling has to
pay the following amount of security for submission of willingness w.e.f 16.02.2022 to
27.02.2022 and has to submit fresh choices/preferences of Course/College/Quota/Category:
Sno
Submission of
Amount of Security
Amount of Penalty to be
Remarks
willingness for
(Refundable/Adjustable)
imposed
1.
Only Government
Rs. 10000/Colleges
(Ten Thousand Only)
a) Government- Rs. 10000/Penalty will be
(Medical/Dental)
(half amount for SC/BC
imposed, if not
candidates)
joined/surrendered
2.
Both-Government and
Rs. 100000/b) Private-Rs. 100000/after Round-II
Private Colleges
(One Lakh Only)
(Medical/Dental)

3 Ques: Whether the tuition fee paid at the time of joining in the provisionally allotted college during
Round-I will be adjusted against the willingness fee for participating in Round-II?
3 Ans: The candidates who have already deposited fee during Round-I equivalent to the security
amount, need not to deposit the requisite fee otherwise proportionate amount is required (as
applicable).
4 Ques: Whether the penalty is imposed if any candidate do not submit joining for the upgraded
seat during Round-II?
4 Ans: Once, the seat is allotted during Round-II on account of upgradation or fresh allotment will be
considered as final allotment. If any candidate who will not submit joining of Round-II allotted
seat, then penalty as prescribed in the preceding para (2 Answer) will be imposed (as
applicable).
5 Ques: Whether the candidate can surrender the seat of Round-I, if no seat has been upgraded
during Round-II?
5 Ans: The candidate who is holding the seat of Round-I but no seat is upgraded during Round-II will
be considered as joined. Thus, he cannot surrender the allotted seat of Round-I and will not
be eligible for further round of counseling.
6 Ques: Whether the candidate who is holding the seat of Round-I but will not submit joining in the
new college on the upgraded seat allotted during Round-II can claim his/her right on the
previous seat allotted during Round-I?
6 Ans: Once, the seat gets upgrade in Round-II, the seat of Round-I gets vacated automatically and
offered to the candidate as per merit in the same round. Thus, no claim can be made on the
previous allotment of Round-I.
7 Ques: Whether the candidate who has surrendered the seat of Round-I but no seat is upgraded
during Round-II can claim his/her right on the previous seat allotted during Round-I?
7 Ans: Once, the candidate surrenders the seat of Round-I, the seat will be added in the vacancy
position for Round-II. Thus, no claim can be made on the previous allotment of Round-I even
if no seat upgrades during Round-II.
8 Ques: Whether the candidate can surrender the seat of Round-II and participate in MopUp Round?
8 Ans: The candidate who is holding the seat of Round-I and Round-II will be considered as joined.
Thus, he will not be eligible to participate in MopUp Round. However, the further instructions
for MopUp Round will be uploaded lateron.
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